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Abstract—In software-defined networking (SDN), a controller
monitors switches and directs them to process packets, thereby
making network management easier. In this paper, we consider
an SDN-based network with multiple connected domains, where
each domain contains a set of switches supervised by a controller.
Moreover, flows can have different priorities. Then, we propose a
multi-domain collaborative route management (MCRM) scheme to
schedule routing paths of flows to improve network performance.
Each controller adaptively adjusts the paths of some flows in the
domain based on their priorities to avoid congestion. However,
when congestion occurs, but no paths can be adjusted, the con-
troller borrows links from another domain. To build such cross-
domain paths, two controllers exchange information through
the XPub/XSub framework. This link borrowing mechanism
results in heterogeneous flows, where a link carries the interior
flows in its domain and the link-borrowing flows from exterior
domains. Then, MCRM handles heterogeneous flows on the
congested links by adopting OpenFlow meter and group tables.
Simulation results show that MCRM can efficiently increase
network throughput and decrease packet loss.

Keywords—congestion, heterogeneous flow, multi-domain net-
work, route management, software-defined networking (SDN).

I. INTRODUCTION

For conventional networks, both the control and data planes
are tightly coupled in each switch, where the former decides
how to process packets, while the latter takes charge of packet
forwarding. Hence, the network management is performed in
a distributed manner, where users need to configure every in-
volved switch individually to apply new policies or algorithms
to the network, resulting in a high management cost [1].

The software-defined networking (SDN) technique can ef-
ficiently solve the above problem by decoupling the control
and data planes [2]. The control plane is centralized in one
entity called the controller and the data plane leaves in each
switch. Switches report their statuses to the controller and
obey its instructions. In this way, users can easily monitor the
network state and change the behavior of switches through the
controller, thereby facilitating network management. There
have been manifold SDN-based applications developed, from
Wi-Fi security [3] to data center management [4], anonymous
authentication [5], and video streaming [6].

This paper considers using SDN to manage a large network
with multiple domains (known as the multi-domain network),
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Fig. 1. Example of multi-domain network based on SDN.

as shown in Fig. 1. Each domain is an autonomic subnetwork,
whose switches are governed by an SDN controller. Since
all domains belong to the same network, the controllers can
cooperate to build “cross-domain (CRD)” paths for flows to
facilitate packet routing. Practical examples include campus
and enterprise networks. Some departments in a university
or company have their local area networks pertaining to the
campus or enterprise network [7]. Using multiple controllers
to manage a multi-domain network brings benefits. First, each
department can manage its domain (e.g., applying department-
specific policies) [8]. Second, because multiple controllers co-
manage the network, the load of each controller can decrease.
Third, if a controller becomes busy (e.g., being attacked [9]),
only its domain will be affected.

In this paper, we propose the multi-domain collaborative
route management (MCRM) scheme to efficiently schedule the
routing paths of flows with different priorities. For each flow,
the controller finds the shortest path with enough bandwidth
in the domain. If some links are busy, the controller reroutes
some flows on these links based on their priorities to mitigate
congestion. However, once there is no substitute path available
in the domain, the controller borrows links from a neighboring
domain. To do so, the two controllers exchange information
like gateway switches and flow priorities, which can be carried
out by the Xpub/Xsub framework [10], to create a CRD path.
Moreover, some links may carry heterogeneous flows, which
include the interior flows in its domain and the link-borrowing



flows from other domains. If such links become congested,
we use both meter and group tables in OpenFlow to deal with
this situation. Through simulations by Mininet, we show that
the MCRM scheme has higher network throughput and lower
packet loss, as compared with existing solutions.

II. RELATED WORK

Given a set of controllers, some studies assign a domain to
each controller, which is known as the controller placement
[11]. Hu et al. [12] develop a reliable placement method for
controllers to maintain network stability and reduce packet
loss. In [13], controllers are clustered into groups, where a
master controller in each group decides switch assignment for
the members to balance their loads. Wu et al. [14] use the deep
reinforcement learning to allocate domains to controllers, so
as to reduce data latency and achieve load balance. The work
[15] chooses a low-load, high-throughput controller to be a
leader to coordinate other controllers. Evidently, these studies
have different objectives with this paper.

How to adjust the domain of each controller by switch
migration is also discussed. Min et al. [16] transfer switches to
different domains by Q-learning, which reduces the standard
deviation of the loads of controllers. The work [17] picks the
controller with the maximum response time, and then transfers
its switch whose load is the heaviest to a controller with the
minimum response time. A simulated-annealing approach is
proposed in [18] to adjust domains to reduce the migration
cost. To find target controllers for switch migration, the work
[19] takes the memory size, CPU utilization, bandwidth, and
hop count into account. Instead of changing each domain,
which may make the network unstable and incur extra over-
heads, our work lets controllers cooperate to manage routes
and mitigate congestion without modifying their domains.

A few studies address route management in a multi-domain
network. The work [20] lets a controller share the topology of
its domain (the entire topology or the connections between all
gateways) with others. As the detailed topology of a domain is
open, its autonomy may be broken. Also, controllers have to
exchange many messages to depict the topologies of their do-
mains. Assuming that a controller does not know the states of
exterior domains, the study [21] proposes a cooperative flow
management (CFM) method. If some links are congested and
no substitute path is found in the local domain, the controller
directly reroutes some flows to another domain. However,
when congestion also occurs in the neighboring domain, these
flows would encounter serious packet loss. In view of this,
we develop the MCRM scheme to improve throughput of a
multi-domain network, which allows controllers to exchange
little information to build CRD paths and also uses group and
meter tables to efficiently mitigate congestion.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Let us consider an SDN-based network comprising mul-
tiple non-overlapping domains. Each domain Dk contains a
number of switches and hosts, which is coordinated by one
controller ck. Domains are interconnected with each other, in
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the MCRM scheme.

the sense that some switches in each domain connect with
some switches in a neighboring domain. These switches are
called gateways. Each switch si is OpenFlow-compliant and
belongs to a domain. Hosts are connected to switches. Fig. 1
gives an example, where the network is divided into three
domains D1, D2, and D3 supervised by controllers c1, c2,
and c3, respectively. The gateways of D1, D2, and D3 are
{s1, s4}, {s6, s7, s8}, and {s9, s10, s11}, respectively.

Let fx,y be a flow whose source and destination are hosts
hx and hy , respectively. When hx and hy reside in a domain
Dk, controller ck finds a complete routing path (from hx
to hy) for fx,y . If hx and hy are in domains Dk and Dl,
respectively, ck finds a path from hx to a gateway linking
to Dl, and controller cl decides the residual path. Flow fx,y
is given a priority wx,y , where wmin ≤ wx,y ≤ wmax and
wx,y, wmin, wmax ∈ Z+.

A controller can get the status of each switch (e.g., topology
and load) in its domain via the OFPPortStatsRequest function.
Two controllers will exchange messages to construct a CRD
path. For security concern and saving the message overhead,
the messages disclose merely necessary information such as
gateways and priorities. Thus, each controller just has a local
view of its domain. Then, our objective is to let each controller
schedule the routing paths for its flows and cooperate with
other controllers to build CRD paths if necessary, to resolve
congestion and improve network performance.

IV. THE PROPOSED MCRM SCHEME

Fig. 2 shows MCRM’s flowchart, which uses the procedure
in Section IV-A to initialize the network. Every controller
maintains three tables to obtain the latest status of its domain,
which is carried out by the table updating procedure discussed
in Section IV-B. By using the congestion detecting procedure
mentioned in Section IV-C, the controller can check if some
links become busy. If so, it further checks whether there exist
link-borrowing flows from an exterior domain (below, we call
such flows “link-borrowing exterior (LBE) flows”) carried by
the congested links. If not, the congestion elimination with
homogeneous flows (CE-Hom) procedure in Section IV-D is
used to reroute some flows on the congested links. Otherwise,
the congestion elimination with heterogeneous flows (CE-Het)
procedure in Section IV-E is employed to mitigate congestion.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the Xpub/Xsub framework.

TABLE I
XPUB/XSUB MESSAGES TO BUILD AND MAINTAIN CRD PATHS.

message publisher parameters
help request ck domain, in GW, out GW, src IP,

dst IP, flow BW, priority
help reply cl domain, in GW, out GW, src IP,

dst IP
adjustment notice cl domain, src IP, dst IP, share BW

A. Network Initialization Procedure

Each switch si in a domain Dk recognizes the device linked
to every port through the link layer discovery protocol, which
can be (1) one host in Dk, (2) another switch in Dk, or (3) a
gateway in an exterior domain (only if si is also a gateway).
After that, si reports what it learns to controller ck. In this
way, ck can know the complete topology in Dk and also the
adjacent domain that each of its gateways connects to.

Controllers exchange messages by adopting the Xpub/Xsub
framework, as shown in Fig. 3. Xpub/Xsub is based on the
publish/subscribe (or simply pub/sub) model, which relies on
one broker to relay the messages from each publisher to some
subscribers. Specifically, the publisher will publish messages
to a channel that a set of subscribers sign up to get them. Each
controller can be both publisher and subscriber. Moreover, one
controller serves as the broker to help relay messages.

Table I gives Xpub/Xsub messages related to CRD paths.
If ck wants to borrow links from a domain Dl to reroute flow
fx,y , it sends cl (i.e., Dl’s controller) a help request message.
For parameters, “domain” gives the domain’s ID (i.e., Dk),
“in GW” / “out GW” indicate Dk’s incoming / outgoing gate-
ways, “src IP” / “dst IP” denote fx,y’s source / destination IP
addresses, “flow BW” is the bandwidth required by fx,y , and
“priority” is wx,y . Then, cl sends ck a help reply message,
where “in GW” and “out GW” present Dl’s incoming and
outgoing gateways, respectively. The two messages are used
in the CE-Hom procedure. However, if the borrowed links in
Dl are busy, cl then sends ck an adjustment notice message,
where “share BW” gives the amount of bandwidth that Dl

offers to flow fx,y (where share BW < flow BW). The detail
will be discussed in Section IV-E.

B. Table Updating Procedure

Each controller ck adopts three tables to keep track of the
status in its domain Dk. Specifically, the host table helps ck
identify the hosts that it learns. For each host hx in Dk, there
is an entry 〈hx, ax, si, pj〉 to record its information, where ax

TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF THE TRAFFIC TABLE (FOR DOMAIN D2).

flow (src, dst) priority s5 s6 s7 s8

f5,10 (h5, h10) 1 2578 0 2403 1078
f5,6 (h5, h6) 4 4585 4465 0 0
f2,4 (h2, h4) 2 0 0 3500 2100

is hx’s IP address and si is the switch that hx attaches to (via
port pj). Fig. 1 gives an example, where we consider domain
D2. The entry for host h5 is 〈h5, 10.0.2.5, s5, 4〉, meaning
that h5 (whose IP address is 10.0.2.5) connects to switch s5
via its port 4. When host hx communicates with a host hy in
an exterior domain Dl, ck also records hy’s information in the
table. Here, ck knows that hy is an exterior host pertaining to
Dl by using the subnet mask. In the entry 〈hy, ay, si, pj〉 for
hy , si is Dk’s gateway to contact hy located in Dl (via its port
pj). Let us take host h1 as an example, where its IP address is
10.0.1.1. Since h1 is in domain D1 (i.e., an exterior domain),
its entry recorded by c2 is 〈h1, 10.0.1.1, s7, 3〉, which means
that h1 is contacted via gateway s7 (using port 3).

The path table records the path of each flow fx,y , whose
source and destination are hosts hx and hy , respectively. From
ck’s viewpoint, there are four cases to be considered:

I. Both hosts are in the local domain Dk. The entry records
a complete path between hx and hy in Dk. For example,
the entry for flow f9,6 is 〈s7, s5, s6〉, meaning that the
path is “h9 → s7 → s5 → s6 → h6”.

II. hx is in Dk but hy is in another domain Dl. The entry
records a path from hx to gkv , where gkv is Dk’s outgoing
gateway to contact hy in Dl. For example, the entry for
flow f10,7 is 〈s8〉, where host h10 attaches to switch s8,
which is also the outgoing gateway in domain D2 to
contact host h7 in domain D3.

III. hx is in Dl and hy is in Dk. The entry records a path
from glu to hy , where glu is Dk’s incoming gateway to
contact hx in Dl. For example, the entry for flow f1,9 is
〈s7〉, as host h9 links to switch s7, which is also D2’s
incoming switch to get host h1’s data from domain D1.

IV. Both hosts are in Dl. In this case, fx,y is an LBE flow of
Dl, so ck records the path from gku to gkv , where gku and
gkv are Dk’s incoming and outgoing gateways to contact
hx and hy , respectively. Take flow f1,4 in domain D1 as
an example. The entry recorded by c2 is 〈s7, s8〉, where
s7 and s8 are D2’s incoming and outgoing gateways to
contact h1 and h4 in D1, respectively.

Notice that cases II and III are used to build an inter-domain
path for a flow whose source and destination are in different
domains, where the controller of each domain is responsible
for finding the partial path between a host (either the source or
the destination) and a gateway in its domain. Then, the inter-
domain path will be a concatenation of these partial paths.

The traffic table records the number of packets of each flow
fx,y successfully delivered by the switches in a domain. This
table also indicates the flow’s priority wx,y . Table II gives an
example, where the priority of flow f5,10 is set to 1. Since



f5,10’s path is “h5 → s5 → s7 → s8 → h10”, the traffic table
shows that switches s5, s7, and s8 delivered 2578, 2403, and
1078 packets for f5,10 in the last period.

C. Congestion Detecting Procedure

Through the traffic table, each controller ck can check if
congestion occurs in its domain Dk. Suppose that the routing
path of a flow fx,y passes m switches sα1

, sα2
, · · · , and

sαm in sequence. Moreover, the inter-switch packet loss rate
(PLR) of fx,y between two switches si and sj is defined by

L̃(fx,y, si, sj) =
|P̃ (fx,y, si)− P̃ (fx,y, sj)|

max{P̃ (fx,y, si), P̃ (fx,y, sj)}
, (1)

where P̃ (fx,y, si) is the number of fx,y’s packets successfully
delivered by switch si in the previous period. Since the source
hx is the closest to sα1 while the destination hy is the closest
to sαm

in domain Dk, L̃(fx,y, sα1
, sαm

) can be viewed as the
overall PLR of fx,y in Dk. If L̃(fx,y, sα1

, sαm
) ≥ δ, where

δ is a predefined threshold and 0 < δ < 0.5, congestion
occurs in Dk. In this case, ck further finds out which links of
fx,y’s path are congested. To do so, for each link (sαq

, sαq+1
)

between two adjacent switches sαq
and sαq+1

in fx,y’s path,
for q = 1, · · · ,m − 1, if the following condition holds, ck
treats it as a congested link:

L̃(fx,y, sαq
, sαq+1

) ≥ L̃(fx,y, sα1
, sαm

)

m− 1
. (2)

That is, the PLR caused by link (sαq
, sαq+1

) is above the
average PLR of all links. Table II gives an example, where
δ is set to 0.2. The overall PLR of flow f5,10 in domain
D2 is |2578−1078|

max{2578,1078} > 0.2, so congestion occurs in D2.
In addition, the inter-switch PLR between s7 and s8 is
|2403−1078|

2403 > 0.58
3−1 . Therefore, link (s7, s8) is considered as

a congested link.
Depending on the type of flows carried by a congested

link, the controller may change the paths of some flows to
bypass that link, or limit the bandwidth usage of each flow
on the link. Specifically, if the link carries homogeneous flows
(i.e., cases I, II, and III), the controller adopts the CE-Hom
procedure to eliminate congestion. Otherwise, there exist LBE
flows (i.e., case IV), so the controller employs the CE-Het
procedure to resolve congestion.

D. CE-Hom Procedure

Let F̂ be the set of flows carried by a congested link
(si, sj). As all flows in F̂ are homogeneous (in other words,
the source or the destination of a flow is in the local domain
Dk), controller ck selects one flow from F̂ for rerouting,
such that its new path does not include (si, sj). The selection
depends on the number of flows in F̂ . If F̂ contains two flows,
ck selects the low-priority flow, so as to make the route of the
high-priority flow stable. Otherwise, the flow with the highest
priority, say, fx,y is selected for rerouting. In this case, since
F̂ has three or more flows, ck prefer finding a new path for
fx,y , so fx,y need not compete (si, sj)’s bandwidth with other
flows in F̂ . In case of a tie, the flow with the largest size is
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Fig. 4. Example of flow rerouting in the CE-Hom procedure.

selected, where the size of a flow is defined as the amount of
bandwidth required by that flow.

Then, ck finds an alternative path for fx,y based on two
conditions: (1) As compared with fx,y’s original path, the
increase in hop counts of the alternative path is at most ξ,
where ξ is a small, nonnegative integer (e.g., ξ = 0 or 1).
(2) The bottleneck bandwidth (BNB) of the alternative path
is no smaller than fx,y’s size, where BNB is defined as the
minimum residual bandwidth of all links not carrying fx,y in
that path. In particular, condition (1) is to avoid significantly
increasing the average packet latency of fx,y , and condition
(2) implies that the alternative path has enough bandwidth to
support fx,y . Fig. 4 gives an example, where the capacity of
each link is 10 Mbps, and the sizes of flows f1,2 and f3,4 are
6 Mbps and 5 Mbps, respectively. Fig. 4(a) shows the original
paths of both flows, which make links (s1, s2) and (s2, s4)
congested. Supposing that w1,2 > w3,4, the controller finds an
alternative path “h3 → s1 → s3 → s4 → h4” for f3,4, where
the BNB of this path (i.e., 10 Mpbs) is larger than f3,4’s size
(i.e., 5 Mbps). Fig. 4(b) presents the result after rerouting f3,4.

However, when no alternative path can be found in the
local domain Dk, ck seeks to borrow some links from an
adjacent domain Dl for rerouting flow fx,y . More concretely,
the link-borrowing mechanism involves the following steps:
[Step 1] Let gku and gkv be Dk’s gateways connecting with Dl

and closest hy and hx, respectively. Then, ck sends cl message
“[type=help request, domain=Dk, in GW=gku, out GW=gkv ,
src IP=ax, dst IP=ay , flow BW=sx,y , priority=wx,y]”,
where sx,y is fx,y’s size. Moreover, ck finds a path R1 from
hx to gkv and also a path R3 from gku to hy .
[Step 2] Suppose that glu and glv are the two gateways in Dl

connecting with gkv and gku, respectively. If cl can find a path
R2 in Dl whose two endpoints are glv and glu, such that the
path’s BNB is larger than sx,y (i.e., fx,y’s size), cl lends ck
path R2 for rerouting flow fx,y . In this case, cl records R2

in its path table for fx,y (as discussed in Section IV-B), and
sends ck message “[type=help reply, domain=Dl, in GW=glu,
out GW=glv , src IP=ax, dst IP=ay]”.
[Step 3] However, if cl cannot find path R2, it sends message
“[type=help reply, domain=Dl, in GW=null, out GW=null,
src IP=ax, dst IP=ay]” to ck, meaning that cl cannot help.
[Step 4] If ck receives a positive reply from cl (by step 2),
ck adds paths R1 and R3 to its path table. Consequently, a
CRD path “R1 → R2 → R3” is built for flow fx,y .
[Step 5] If ck gets a negative reply from cl (by step 3), ck
discards R1 and R3, and asks help from another domain.



The above steps are repeated until a CRD path is found (by
step 4) or no domains can help. In the former case, ck reroutes
fx,y by using the CRD path. In the latter case, ck limits the
bandwidth usage of each flow on the congested link by the
meter table. The detail will be discussed in Section IV-E.

Fig. 1 presents an example, where c1 asks domain D2

to help reroute flow f1,4, whose size is 4 Mbps and pri-
ority is 3. In step 1, gateways gku and gkv in D1 are s4
and s1, respectively. Thus, path R1 is “h1 → s1” and
path R3 is “s4 → h4”. After that, c1 sends c2 message
“[type=help request, domain=D1, in GW=s4, out GW=s1,
src IP=10.0.1.1, dst IP=10.0.1.4, flow BW=4, priority=3]”,
where the IP addresses of both hosts h1 and h4 are 10.0.1.1
and 10.0.1.4, respectively. In step 2, gateways glu and glv in
D2 are s7 and s8, respectively. Suppose that the BNB of path
“s7 → s8” (i.e., R2) is 8 Mbps. Thus, c2 can lend c1 path
R2, and c2 sends c1 message “[type=help reply, domain=D2,
in GW=s7, out GW=s8, src IP=10.0.1.1, dst IP=10.0.1.4]”.
By step 4, a CRD path “h1 → s1 → s7 → s8 → s4 → h4”
is finally built for rerouting f1,4.

E. CE-Het Procedure

After controller cl lends links to controller ck, some links
in domain Dl may carry heterogeneous flows, which contain
Dl’s interior flows and also the LBE flows from domain Dk.
When the bandwidth demands of some flows carried by these
links increase, the links could become congested. In this case,
cl first finds alternative paths in Dl to reroute some flows on
these links (as mentioned in Section IV-D). However, when cl
cannot find alternative paths, it is infeasible to construct new
CRD paths for rerouting flows again. The reason is that such
CRD paths would pass three or more domains (including Dk

and Dl), which complicates route management and increases
packet latency. Instead, we adopt both meter and group tables
provided by OpenFlow to deal with this situation.

Consider that one link (si, sj) in domain Dl carries a set
F̂ of heterogeneous flows. When the link becomes congested,
cl installs a meter table in switch si to restrict the bandwidth
consumption of flows in F̂ . More concretely, the amount of
bandwidth used by each flow fx,y in F̂ cannot overtake the
following bound:

B̃(fx,y) =
wx,y∑

fx′,y′∈F̂ wx′,y′
× λ(si, sj), (3)

where λ(si, sj) is the capacity of link (si, sj). In other words,
the amount of link (si, sj)’s bandwidth allocated to each flow
fx,y is proportional to its priority wx,y . Moreover, the priority
of an LBE flow (from domain Dk) is updated to

wx,y = max{wx,y −∆w, wmin},∆w ∈ Z+, (4)

In this way, Dl’s flows can be given more bandwidth of link
(si, sj). Then, cl sends ck message “[type=adjustment notice,
src IP=ax, dst IP=ay , share BW=B̃(fx,y)]” to indicate that
Dl offers at most B̃(fx,y) bandwidth to Dk’s LBE flow fx,y .

As B̃(fx,y) < sx,y , where sx,y is fx,y’s size, ck has to find
another path in the local domain Dk to offer fx,y the residual
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(sx,y−B̃(fx,y)) bandwidth. To do so, we use the group table
to split flow fx,y , which can specify the ratio of fx,y’s packets
sent via different ports of a switch (that is, delivering packets
to different paths). Let sz be the switch that hx attaches
to, whose ports pz1 and pz2 forward fx,y’s packets to the
CRD path to domain Dl (as denoted by R1) and the interior
path in domain Dk (as denoted by R2), respectively. We set
the budget weights for ports pz1 and pz2 to B̃(fx,y)/sx,y
and (sx,y − B̃(fx,y))/sx,y , respectively. In this way, a ratio
B̃(fx,y)/sx,y of fx,y’s packets will be sent by path R1, while
the residual packets will be sent by path R2.

Fig. 5 presents an example, where some devices and links
in domain D1 are omitted for simplification. The number in
brackets gives the amount of bandwidth used by a flow. There
are three flows f5,6, f9,10, and f1,4 in domain D2, whose sizes
are 9 Mbps, 6 Mbps, and 7 Mbps, paths are “h5 → s5 →
s6 → h6”, “h9 → s7 → s8 → h10”, and “h1 → s1 → s7 →
s8 → s4 → h4”, and priorities are 3, 3, and 4, respectively.
Since the capacity of each link is 10 Mbps, link (s7, s8) will
be thus congested. Moreover, controller c2 cannot find any
alternative path in D2 to reroute the flows on link (s7, s8), as
shown in Fig. 5(a). In this case, c2 will install a meter table
in switch s7 to limit the bandwidth usage of flows f9,10 and
f1,4 according to their priorities. Suppose that ∆w = 2 and
wmin = 1. Since f1,4 is an LBE flow, its priority is updated
to w1,4 = 4− 2 = 2. Therefore, the amount of link (s7, s8)’s
bandwidth allocated to f9,10 and f1,4 will be 3

3+2 × 10 and
2

3+2 × 10 (i.e., 6 Mbps and 4 Mbps, respectively). Then, c2
sends c1 message “[type=adjustment notice, src IP=10.0.1.1,
dst IP=10.0.1.4, share BW=4]”. After getting the message,
c1 installs a group table in switch s1 to split flow f1,4, where
4
7 and 3

7 of f1,4’s packets are sent by paths “R1 : s1 → s7 →
s8 → s4” and “R2 : s1 → s2 → s4”, respectively.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the network performance, we adopt the Mininet
simulator [22], where switches and controllers are respectively
implemented by the OVS (Open vSwitch) module [23] and the
Ryu SDN framework [24]. Fig. 1 gives the network topology
considered in the simulation, where the capacity of each link
is set to 10 Mbps. In addition, we employ the iPerf tool [25]



TABLE III
FLOW GENERATION IN THE SIMULATION.

flow domain size start time duration priority
f4,2 D1 9 Mbps 10th second 90 s 3
f3,1 D1 9 Mbps 25th second 90 s 3
f10,6 D2 7 Mbps 40th second 70 s 2
f7,8 D3 9 Mbps 40th second 120 s 3
f6,5 D2 9 Mbps 115th second 225 s 1
f10,9 D2 9 Mbps 135th second 210 s 4
f4,1 D1 9 Mbps 150th second 195 s 5
f3,2 D1 9 Mbps 150th second 225 s 2
f5,7 D2, D3 6 Mbps 315th second 225 s 3
f10,8 D2, D3 6 Mbps 345th second 210 s 2
f1,2 D1 5 Mbps 375th second 180 s 3
f7,4 D3, D1 9 Mbps 360th second 225 s 5
f1,3 D1 9 Mbps 555th second 300 s 4
f9,10 D2 6 Mbps 555th second 300 s 5
f2,4 D1 6 Mbps 630th second 300 s 3
f5,6 D2 9 Mbps 660th second 300 s 3

)
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Fig. 6. Comparison of network throughput by different methods.

to generate UDP flows in the network, where the packet size
is 1470 bytes. Table III presents the information of each flow.
The total simulation time is 960 seconds.

We compare our MCRM scheme with two methods. One is
the meter table-based (MTB) method [26], where a controller
installs one meter table in each switch for route management
in its domain. However, the controller will not find any path
outside its domain for interior flows (i.e, without link borrow-
ing). The other is the CFM method discussed in Section II.
When there is no substitute path inside the local domain, CFM
allows a controller to borrow some links from a neighboring
domain. However, the controller simply directs the flow to the
CRD path, without checking whether the neighboring domain
has enough link bandwidth to do the help. In MCRM, we set
the parameter ∆m in Eq. (4) to 2.

Fig. 6 shows the amount of network throughput and Ta-
ble IV lists the PLR of each flow. In particular, there are four
different scenarios presented in the simulation:

Scenario 1 (25s–100s): Domain D1 has two 9 Mbps flows
f4,2 and f3,1, which make link (s2, s4) congested. In MTB,
since no substitute path can be found in D1 for rerouting f4,2
or f3,1 (to bypass the congested link), these two flows have
pretty high PLRs (i.e., 35.1% and 43.8%). On the contrary,
CFM and MCRM allow controller c1 to borrow some links
from D2 (which has enough link bandwidth for help). Thus,
they result in higher throughput and lower PLRs than MTB.

TABLE IV
PLR OF EACH FLOW (UNIT: %).

flow MTB CFM MCRM flow MTB CFM MCRM
f4,2 35.1 8.4 15.7 f5,7 0.0 0.0 0.0
f3,1 43.8 24.7 17.5 f10,8 0.0 0.0 0.0
f10,6 0.0 0.0 0.0 f1,2 0.0 0.0 0.0
f7,8 0.0 0.0 0.0 f7,4 0.0 0.0 0.0
f6,5 0.0 7.1 0.0 f1,3 22.1 39.7 12.7
f10,9 2.3 21.0 0.1 f9,10 0.0 8.1 0.0
f4,1 44.3 56.4 24.5 f2,4 33.0 5.6 11.9
f3,2 19.2 3.6 39.1 f5,6 0.0 7.0 1.3

Since f4,2 and f3,1 have the same priority (i.e., 3), MCRM
allocates equal link bandwidth to them based on Eq. (3). That
is why these two flows have similar PLRs in MCRM.

Scenario 2 (150s–345s): There are two 9 Mbps flows f4,1
and f3,2 in D1, whose paths have common links. Evidently,
these links must be congested. Based on the topology in
Fig. 1, only D2 can lend links to f4,1 and f3,2. Unfortunately,
the two 9 Mbps flows f6,5 and f10,9 consume most of the
link bandwidth in D2 (but they do not cause congestion).
For the CFM method, controller c1 directs f4,1 to D2. Doing
so can greatly reduce f3,2’s PLR (i.e., 3.6%). However, f4,1
competes with f10,9 for the bandwidth of link (s7, s8), thereby
degrading throughput and rising their PLRs (i.e., 56.4% and
21.0%). In our MCRM scheme, controller c2 sends a negative
reply to c1 (i.e., step 3 in the CE-Hom procedure). Thus, c1
will not build a CRD path for f4,1. Instead, c1 installs meter
tables in some switches to allocate the bandwidth of common
links to f4,1 and f3,2 according to Eq. (3). Thus, MCRM has
similar throughput with MTB. Since f4,1 has a higher priority
than f3,2, MCRM gives f4,1 more link bandwidth than f3,2.
Thus, f4,1 has a smaller PLR than f3,2 in MCRM, which
reflects their priorities.

Scenario 3 (375s–555s): Three inter-domain flows (includ-
ing f5,7, f10,8, and f7,4) and one local flow (i.e., f1,2 in
domain D1) coexist in the network. Because there could be
multiple choices of paths, each method prefers finding non-
overlapping paths for these flows. In this way, they will not
compete for the bandwidth of any link. The result shows that
MTB, CFM, and MCRM work well on finding paths for inter-
domain flows in this case, where they can achieve the highest
throughput and no flow will encounter packet loss.

Scenario 4 (630s–855s): At the 555th second, one 9 Mbps
flow f1,3 and a 6 Mbps flow f9,10 are generated in domains
D1 and D2, respectively. Then, a 6 Mbps flow f2,4 is added
to D1, which competes with f1,3 for the bandwidth of link
(s2, s4). The MTB method uses a meter table to let f1,3 and
f2,4 share link (s2, s4)’s bandwidth. In this case, these two
flows have higher PLRs. In the CFM method, controller c1
seeks help from domain D2, and a CRD path R1 : h1 →
s1 → s7 → s5 → s6 → s8 → s4 → h3 is built for f1,3. At
the 660th second, a 9 Mbps flow f5,6 is added to D2. Since
CFM treats local and LBE flows in the same way, controller
c2 changes f1,3’s path to R2 : h1 → s1 → s7 → s8 →
s4 → h3. However, doing so makes f1,3 and f9,10 compete



for link (s7, s8)’s bandwidth. Unavoidably, f1,3’s path will be
switched back and forth between R1 and R2. That explains
why the throughput in CFM swings. On the other hand, our
MCRM scheme differentiates between local flows and LBE
flows, so c2 will not change f1,3’s path. Instead, the CE-
Het procedure in MCRM splits f1,3 and sends its packets via
different paths to mitigate congestion. In this way, MCRM can
significantly improve throughput and lower PLRs of flows, as
compared with the MTB and CFM methods.

According to Table IV, the average PLR of flows is 12.49%,
11.35%, and 7.68% in MTB, CFM, and MCRM, respectively.
This result shows that MCRM can mitigate congestion more
efficiently than both MTB and CFM.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose the MCRM scheme to efficiently
schedule the routing paths of flows in a multi-domain network
based on SDN. Each controller can keep an updated view of
its domain by maintaining the host, path, and traffic tables.
In case of congestion, the controller will modify the paths of
some flows according to their priorities. However, once there
is no alternative path available in the domain, the controller
borrows links from an adjacent domain. In this case, the two
controllers negotiate with each other through the XPub/XSub
framework to create a CRD path. If a congested link carries
heterogeneous flows, the switch uses a meter table to allot the
link’s bandwidth to these flows by referring to their priorities.
With the group table, an LBE flow can use different paths for
packet delivery. Through simulations, we show that MCRM
achieves higher throughput and lower PLRs, as compared with
both MTB and CFM. For future work, we will consider how
to make controllers collaborate to resist cyberattacks such as
the HTTP slow attack [27] in a multi-domain network.
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